VariShock was created as an in-house developed and manufactured line of shocks and struts, giving us absolute control over the feature sets, dimensions, and quality of the shocks. The VariShock product line offers an affordable and versatile, high-end performance improvement over the various markets that Chassisworks serves.

- **Product Line Versatility**
  Simple bolt-on replacements to road- and drag-race

- **Custom Solutions**
  Builder Shock Program allows complete shock configuration

### VariShock Valve Adjustments

#### SensiSet
Ride-sensitive valving that is factory-set.

#### QuickSet 1
A single-adjustable shock with a 16-step knob that adjusts bump and rebound simultaneously.

#### QuickSet 2
A double-adjustable shock with a 16-step adjustment on both bump (compression) and rebound (extension), allowing 256 combinations of control.

#### QuickSet 4
Four-way shock tuning with separate 16-step high- and low-speed adjustment of bump (compression) and rebound (extension) for ultimate control of ride and handling.
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Coil-Over Shocks

Poly Eye / Poly Base
COM-8 Eye / COM-8 Base
Swivel Ball / Poly Base
Swivel Ball / Poly Crossbar Base
Swivel Ball / COM-8 Base
Swivel Ball / Pivot Base
Swivel Ball / Pivot Crossbar Base

Coil-Over Spring Seat Hardware and Components

Spring Seat Set
Extended Spring Seat Set
Spring Seat Thrust Bearings
Bump Stops

Coil-Over Top Mount Eyes and Components

Extended COM-8 Eye
COM-8 Bearings
1/8”-Wide Bearing Spacers
1/2”-Wide Bearing Spacers
Extended Poly Eye
Poly Bushing Set
C/O to Stem Conversion
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Remote Reservoir Coil-Over Shocks and Components

Piggyback Reservoir
COM-8 Eye / COM-8 Long Base
COM-8 Eye / COM-8 Base

Hose Passage Bulkhead
Single Reservoir Base Mount
Dual Reservoir Base Mount
Dual Reservoir Trunk Mount

Reservoir Surface Mount
Reservoir 1” Mount
Reservoir 1-5/8” Mount
3/4”-Bore Hose Clamp

Direct-Fit Front Shocks, Struts and Coil-Overs

‘62-67 Chevy II / Nova
‘62-67 Chevy II / Nova (Air)
‘64-73 Mustang
‘64-73 Mustang (Air)

‘82-92 Camaro, ‘79-04 Mustang
‘82-92 Camaro, ‘79-04 Mustang
‘93-03 Camaro (F-Body)
OEM Replacement
Direct-Fit Rear Shocks, Coil-Overs, Air-Springs and Components

- '64-72 Chevelle (A-Body)
- '64-72 Chevelle (A-Body)
- '64-72 Chevelle (A-Body)
- OEM Replacement

- '79-04 Mustang
- Ford 8.8 Lower Shock Mount

Custom-Fit Coil-Over and Air-Spring Conversions

- Coil-Over Shocks/Mounts
- Air-Spring Shocks/Mounts
- Front Coil Spring Package
- Rear Coil Spring Package

Drag Race Integral Spindle Struts - Complete Systems

- Stem Mount Strut
- Eye Mount Strut
- Piggyback Reservoir

Drag Race Strut Mounts - Individual Components

- Stem Bushing Mount
- Stem COM Mount
- Adjustable COM Mount
- Lower A-Arm Strut Mount
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VariSpring 2-1/2” ID Coil Springs

7” Coil-Springs
9” Coil-Springs
12” Coil-Springs
14” Coil-Springs

Tools

Spring Compressor
Spanner Wrench
4.25” Shock Simulator

Air-Spring Shocks

6” Double Convoluted Bag
5” Tapered Sleeve
4” Sleeve

Swivel Ball / Poly Crossbar Base
Swivel Ball / COM-8 Base
Swivel Ball / Pivot Base

Smooth Body Custom-Fit Shocks

COM-8 Eye / COM-8 Base
Spool Eye / Spool Base
Poly Stem / Spool Base
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Shock Mounts and Individual Components

- Shock Crossmember
- Chassis Shock Mounts
- Axle Shock Mounts
- Stainless Spud Hardware
- Billet Mount Clevis
- Shock Mount Tabs
- Tubular Arm Mounts
- Stamped Arm Mounts

Cantilever Pins Mounts and Individual Components

- Cantilever Pins
- Weld-In Pin Mount Bosses
- Weld-In Pin Mount Tabs

Complete Catalogs and Buyer’s Guides

- VariShock Product Catalog
- Builder Shock Program Guide
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